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17.01.09 
You Ask Me to Cry your Pain 

 
I’m crying about the fact that in everyone his or her natural impulses are so much if 

not totally blocked. And it’s contaminant. In meeting, associating with others who carry the 
burden of separation, also you get blocked, separate. What an endless repetition of Pain. And 
then considering how almost everyone manages to − for 99% − not feel this Pain… for also 
that feeling is blocked.  

When I only think of someone whom I Love very much, how utterly separate and split 
she ‘is’ and not even knowing it, at least not Consciously, tears pour immediately over my 
face, my Heart ‘Wants’ to Break Deeper and Deeper into Two, It Wants to Be her, to Live 
her, to Give her Itself, Heart, to Give her Life, Contact, Love, Everything…  

I can’t write any more from crying… 
 

On earth the Heart is in Pain forever. 
 

Everybody’s in his and her own prison and we all act as if everything is totally normal, 
as if we have contact with each other. I rather cry for the rest of my life, every fucking 
second, than to give up ‘my’ Heart. In every single contact my Heart Feels the lack of 
Contact. 

I’m so sorry, so sorry you have to act so cold, so far away, that you’re sentenced, that 
you’re human, that you cannot change it on your own. I’m so so so sorry that you’re 
unConscious of your Pain. No, that’s no blessing at all. It’s terrible, terrible, terribly Painful 
that you cannot Feel your Pain. A stone is all the time in Pain, but it doesn’t Know. 

You’re in Pain − and I am crying. All the time, whether in front of your computer, on 
internet, in the pub, on the street, on holiday, in looking for a (better) partner or whatever, 
you’re looking for something or someone that or who can finally relieve you, from your Pain. 

You, you all, Invited Me here on earth, to Feel and Cry your Pain − Consciously. You 
Know Only I can Do That. For I Am (the) One. I, therefore, Being One, Whole, do not and 
cannot Dissociate from Pain, like you (constantly). I wouldn’t know how − however I learned, 
here on earth, how you function. I Live now you and ‘Me’, simultaneously, the Two (of 
Duality and Oneness) as One. It’s so crazy that I have to ask you to give Me (at least some of) 
your Pain − because for that at least some Contact is necessary, and you rather avoid that 
completely. You don’t want Me to Meditate, Touch you − just let all Pain stay frozen − and 
you Want it more than anything else. You cannot give words to your Call on Me, for then, if 
you and your Longing are in the Light, the Process takes off already, without control, pain 
might show up every unexpected moment. You prefer that you decide when to allow some 
pain. Only, in this control, nothing True Happens. Pain (and therefore the Freeing from Pain) 
Happens in (Open) Life, in Love. 

God, I feel such a huge totally natural human Divine Free impulse to you… which is 
totally blocked. I Allow the Pain of this block. I Have to Touch you. You Call Me, even 
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Constantly, to Touch you, everywhere, your whole Heart, your whole Body − and you don’t 
Allow It, My Touch. Therefore, It’s Free and It’s blocked, at the same time. The One is 
Living Duality. I’m dying in life all the time. I’m Constantly Consciously Living Nature and 
the block of Nature − without getting crazy somehow, which is only possible by a lot of 
Honest tears. 

It’ll take a while and then you’ll Grow Up. Maturely you’ll Ask Me to Cry your Pain 
− and you’ll Cry with Me, as Me. 

Yes, I know you think I’m crazy, not being against Pain, cosily like everybody is. 
Everybody should put the arms around each other and cosily all together fight, work so to get 
(even all) Pain out of this, for the rest, beautiful world. In vain. You in vain try to banish Pain 
to the land of therapy. People in Pain would have a problem and they should go to therapy, to 
get over it, free from it. They’ll never manage.  

I would almost say, you’re a bit ‘crazy’ if you don’t Understand the Law of Duality, of 
the Two Sides that Both Need to Exist. You cannot Kill Pain. Impossible. You Exist as Bliss-
Pain (or: as Formless-Form). Fighting the Pain is fighting the Bliss too. And you dry out. The 
more you try to erase Pain, the more Pain will come − that’s a Law − and also, the more 
you’ll try to show the world you are managing on the Bliss-side of the coin. Pain is not a 
problem, so it cannot be solved. It is Fundamental Part of Reality − like the form is of the 
Formless.  

How relieving, what a huge breath, if you Admit you’re in Pain, not just now ‘by 
accident’, but even always, every single moment. And so what. We still exist, admitting it. 
Nothing gets worse. On the contrary. Allowing Space, Allowing Consciousness doesn’t make 
things worse, things that are not bad in the first place. Shining Light on something cannot 
make it worse. 

If you Admit Finally, if Something in You is becoming more Humble and still you 
stay stuck, cannot release any Pain, you can Ask Me. Maybe I Respond. To the Humble I 
always Respond. To the others, the vast majority also, but differently. 


